Panara Bread

Do you like soup? Do you like yummy sandwiches? Well, I think you should go to Panara bread. Panara bread has really good soup. I like the tomato soup. There is also bean soup and broccoli mozzarella soup. The broccoli soup has chichin in it. The soup is really yummy. The bean soup has black beans only. And the tomato soup has bread crumbs! The sandwiches are delishis to! There is a vegie sandwich and there is a tomato mozzarella sandwich. The vegie sandwich has a toothpick in it. It is really funny! I think everyone should go to Panara bread because they have yummy soup, delishis sandwiches and much more! You should go to Panara bread eney time you want for a dilishis lunch! I give it 10 stars!